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To Marieke Van Rosmalen

You were only seventeen when God called you back home,
yet your light burns forever in my heart.



So make your way through this brief moment of time as one who
is obedient to nature, and accept your end with a cheerful heart,
just as an olive might ripen and fall, blessing the earth that bore it
and grateful to the tree that gave it growth.

—	MARCUS	AURELIUS
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PROLOGUE

he silver nameplate on my office door read Dr. L. B.
McDermott. But to those who knew me best, I was simply

Laura. In the prime of my career, at age thirty-eight, I was diagnosed
with cancer. That terrible scourge, melanoma, cast its long, dark shadow
over me. Yet the details of my struggle are of minor importance, no more
deserving of attention than the sufferings of the patient in the next bed.
What mattered most, however, were the extraordinary events that
unfolded between treatments when I happened one afternoon to wander
into a small stone church whose spire I had noticed from my hospital
room window.

I have to admit, I didn’t walk into that church to find Jesus. In fact, I
had transformed into a proud atheist over the years. Although I was
raised Catholic, I saw myself as a woman who had little time for religious
nonsense. By the time I made it to medical school, there wasn't any room
left in my mind for anything that couldn’t be proven in a lab.

Yet something that afternoon pulled me through those tall wooden
doors. A faint intuition, a gut feeling perhaps, that within those walls
something or someone was waiting for me. I was right. His name was
Father Manann.

Over the next nineteen months, I sat in the quiet space of his
confessional. For the longest time, all I saw of him were hints of his face
through the crisscrossed lattice that divided us. A streak of black hair



pressed against a pale forehead and a flash of green-gray eyes. I listened
to his whispering voice for hours as it floated through the shadows,
sometimes comforting me and, at other times, provoking me. Yet it was
only near the end that I was able to grasp the true purpose behind his
teachings. They were not only meant to give me solace but to prepare me
to receive life’s greatest revelation.
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ELAINE

’ve always been a little ashamed to admit that my marriage to
Jeremy Holt was the product of an office romance, but that’s

what happens when you spend every waking hour at work. I was young,
twenty-three to be exact, and it didn’t take long for me to become
pregnant. On June 3, 1996, my daughter, Elaine, was born. Only three
years later, she died of leukemia.

Elaine was born with a healthy wisp of blond hair and the most
adorable dimples I had ever seen. A good sleeper from the start, I loved
watching her tummy rise and fall while my fingers danced over the pink
birthmark above her belly button. She developed like any other healthy
child: laughing, sleeping, eating, and keeping us busy with what felt like
endless diaper changes. When I held her in my arms, I truly believed the
world was a perfect place.

Before we even had time to blink, she moved from struggling to flip
onto her stomach to crawling across the carpet. I’ll never forget the joy
we felt when we first saw her pull herself up to a standing position,
holding on to the sofa for dear life. For such a simple moment to have
filled us with so much wonder sounds almost laughable, but it allowed
me to understand the depth of love parents have for their child.

We noticed something was wrong when Elaine was just shy of
turning two. She grew more fatigued than normal, her face pale and
drawn. While before she cried for her pureed fruit, we now struggled to



get her to eat past the third spoonful. One afternoon, while dragging
around her favorite stuffed rabbit, she looked up at me and smiled. Her
teeth were tinged red as if she’d just bitten into a beet. I rinsed her
mouth, but her gums ran red again.

I drove to the hospital barely keeping my eyes on the road. After
Elaine’s examination, the attending physician handed me a glass of water
to calm me down while we waited for Jeremy to arrive.

“How’s Elaine?” he said, bursting through the door.
“She’s fine now,” said the doctor. “But we’re going to have to run

further tests.”
“What kind of tests?” I asked.
The doctor frowned. “I’m sorry, but we need to test for leukemia.”
When I heard the word leukemia, I felt my legs go numb.
Elaine underwent a bone marrow aspiration a few hours later. The

sight of such a long needle piercing into her little hip was too much to
bear, so I bit my thumb to stop myself from screaming. How could this
be happening to my baby girl? I cried. But the procedure only marked
the beginning of my tears.

The diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia confirmed our worst
fears. A devastating four-week course of chemotherapy followed. There
are no words to describe the pain of seeing your innocent child, who is
not even mature enough to understand what is going on, suffer so
terribly. To see her wince in pain as the medicine dripped into her arm
made me weep until my eyes ran dry. Even though I didn’t believe in
God, I conjured him up in my mind for the sole purpose of cursing him.

More chemotherapy followed, along with further tests to determine if
her cancer had been contained. We were hopeful, because leukemia is
not as deadly as one might think. In fact, almost eighty percent of
patients remain cancer free for five years after their initial treatment. If
they pass that milestone, many are cured for life. But Elaine would not be
so lucky.

Six months later, her cancer returned. This time, they found it in her



lungs and spinal cord. After another round of chemotherapy, they
focused a radiation beam into her small head in an effort to stop the
cancer from moving into her brain. Those were the worst days of my life.

Watching Elaine, her body thin and frail, lying quietly on my chest as
if resigned to her fate, shattered my heart into a million screaming pieces.
But instead of giving up hope, something deep inside me rose up in
anger. We scrambled to find a matching stem cell donor. When none
materialized, Jeremy insisted, against my better judgment, on looking at
alternative therapies. Chinese medicines, all kinds of untested
supplements, anything that offered hope.

“We need to get to New Mexico,” he insisted at one point, referring to
a private clinic that promised to reverse cancer through controlled fasts
and herbal infusions.

“Over my dead body,” I replied.
We fought hard over these decisions.
During our darkest days, we received enormous support from the

small army of doctors and nurses who did everything possible to save
Elaine. They were an inspiration I’ll never forget. My parents, my rock,
were always by our side, even though it was as hard on them as it was on
us.

After a particularly bad night, Jeremy’s mind spiraled into a frenzy.
“She’s going to die,” he yelled, “unless we try something different.”
“Actually, chemo is the only thing that can save her.”
“Chemo is what’s going to kill her,” he snapped back.
After pacing up and down the hospital’s hallway, he sat down beside

me. “Please,” he begged, “let’s try something different.”
But I refused to budge. No matter how desperate he became, I would

not take Elaine off her standard treatment. I simply was not willing to
play roulette with my daughter’s life.

When Jeremy got it into his head to fly Elaine to some obscure
homeopathic clinic in Germany, I put my foot down. By now she was in
so much pain, she couldn’t even sit up on her own.



“I’m putting her on the next flight to Hannover.”
“Shut your goddam mouth,” I said.
He punched a hole in the kitchen door while I smashed a ceramic

bowl on the floor. All of the disappointments, stress, fear, and hope for a
miracle that never arrived left us raw and exhausted.

Less than a week later, she died in my arms.
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THE	WEDDING	CAR

n the early 1960s, my parents moved to America like many an
Irish family before them in search for a better life. They had

followed the lead of a distant cousin who had settled in Portland, Maine,
and, despite the harsh winters, I felt lucky to call that beautiful place
home.

My father was a small businessman, an optometrist, and my mother
was a part-time ballet instructor. Each time they walked into the room,
they struck me as an odd couple. He was short and balding, with a sharp
nose and lines down his mouth that made him look perpetually angry,
while she was tall and lean, with soft blue eyes and a high forehead. Yet
despite the contrast, there was never a doubt they were meant for each
other.

After spending all day staring into his patient’s eyeballs, my father
came home, ate his supper, and retreated into the pages of a book on
history or politics. He kept the news channel running in the background,
often lifting his gaze to address any politician who came on-screen, to the
point where my mother joked that he had missed his calling. Instead of
becoming an eye doctor, he should have run for office. At least then he
would have put his rhetoric to good use.

Even though I had a natural interest in science and math, my father’s
passion for politics rubbed off on me. When I graduated from college, I
jumped at the opportunity to join Angus King’s 1994 campaign for



Governor for the State of Maine, joining his office as an Assistant to the
Policy Director. It was there where I met my first husband, Jeremy, or the
hopeless dreamer as I used to call him.

Jeremy was tall, with curly brown hair and a natural smile that lit up
the room. But it was the glint of mischief in his eyes that really caught my
attention. Although he was smart, he never used his intelligence to
further his own ends. Instead, he devoted his talent to figuring out how
to make the world a better place. His interests ranged from setting up a
hot-meal program for inner-city schoolchildren to a charity that installed
water pumps in African villages, all of which made him quite attractive
to me.

We worked into the small hours of the night during the run-up to the
election, sometimes agreeing, often arguing, until we became
inseparable. After the Governor's victory march, I was promoted to the
position of Assistant to the Chief of Staff. Soon after, Jeremy and I
married on a golf course overlooking the sea. As our wedding car pulled
away, I remember thinking that life couldn’t get any better.
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